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 Abstract - Darouach [1] recently derived necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence and stability of functional 
observers with an order, p, equals to the dimension m of the 
vectors to be estimated. In general, these conditions are difficult 
to satisfy and when they are not, the only available option is to 
increase the order of the functional observers. This note presents 
new conditions for the existence of a general pth-order functional 
observer. Systematic procedures for the synthesis of reduced-
order functional observers are given. A numerical example is 
given to illustrate the design procedures. 
 
 Index Terms - Functional observers, stability, linear systems. 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
This note revisits the problem of designing reduced-
order functional observers for linear time-invariant 
multivariable systems [1]. Consider a system described by 
 
)()()( tButAxtx +=             (1a) 
)()( tCxty =               (1b) 
)()( tFxtz =               (1c) 
 
where ,)( nRtx ∈  qRtu ∈)(  and rRty ∈)(  are the state, 
input and the output vectors, respectively. mRtz ∈)(  is the 
vector to be estimated. The pair (C,A) is observable, A, B, C 
and F are known constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that C  takes the 
canonical form 
 
[ ]0rIC =               (1d) 
 
(if this is not the case, then system (1) can always be 
transformed by an orthogonal similarity transformation). 
The theme of this note is to design a general pth-order 
functional observer of the form 
)()()(ˆ tMytKwtz +=             (2a) 
)()()()( tQytHutEwtw ++=          (2b) 
 
where K, M, E, H and Q are matrices to be designed so that 
)(ˆ tz  asymptotically estimates )(tz . 
This problem has been the subject of numerous papers 
and different algorithms have been proposed (see, [1]-[13] and 
references therein). A well-known Luenberger’s classic result 
[2] provides an upper bound on the order of the functional 
observer with )}(),1(min{ rnvmp −−= , where v  is the 
observability index of the pair (C,A). Since then, attempts have 
been made to reduce the order of the functional observer [1,3]-
[13].  
Darouach [1] recently presented both necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence and stability of 
functional observers with an order mp = . When these 
conditions are not satisfied, one is left with no choice but to 
increase the order of the functional observers. A natural 
question that arises is by how much should the order be 
increased? However, at present, conditions for the existence of 
a general pth-order, )}(),1(min{ rnvmpm −−<< , 
functional observer are not yet available.  
To provide further motivation for the need of such 
results, let us now consider an example of [8] with the 
following matrices 





 −−
=
0100000
0121223
F , 






=
0000011
0000001
C  
and 






















−
−
−
−
−
−
=
2010010
0100001
1010000
1103000
0110030
0011102
0001001
A . 
It is easy to verify that the condition of [1] (i.e. 










=












F
C
CA
rank
F
C
CA
FA
rank ) for the existence of a second-
order observer, i.e. ,2== mp  is not satisfied. Therefore, 
the second-order functional observer does not exist and the 
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design procedure of [1] fails to work. On the other hand, it is 
easy to verify that the observability index of the pair (C,A) is 
v=4. Hence 5)}(),1(min{ =−−= rnvmp  and a fifth-
order classic Luenberger observer exists and can be easily 
designed. 
We are now left to ponder if there exists a third-order 
(p=3) and/or a fourth-order (p=4) functional observer for the 
system? If so, how can they be systematically derived? This 
note will provide an answer to these questions and will show 
that a stable minimal third-order functional observer does 
indeed exist and can be easily derived. Also, a fourth-order 
functional observer, with any prescribed stability, can be easily 
derived. 
Motivated by the work of Darouach [1], this note presents new 
conditions for the existence of a general pth-order functional 
observer. In addition, procedures for the synthesis of reduced-
order functional observers are given. A numerical example is 
given to illustrate the attractiveness of the new design 
procedures 
 
II.  MAIN RESULTS 
By simple manipulation, it is easy to show that )(ˆ tz  in 
(2) is an asymptotic estimate of )(tz  for any )0(x , )0(zˆ  
and )(tu  if and only if there exists a matrix npRL ×∈  such 
that the following conditions are satisfied [8] 
 
MCKLF +=                (3) 
,0=+− ELLAQC  E is Hurwitz           (4) 
LBH = .                 (5) 
 
In view of (1d), let us partition F, L and A as follows 
 
[ ]21 FFF = , [ ]21 LLL = , 





=
2221
1211
AA
AA
A        (6) 
 
where 
,1
rmRF ×∈ ,)(2
rnmRF −×∈ ,1
rpRL ×∈ ,)(2
rnpRL −×∈
,11
rrRA ×∈ ,)(21
rrnRA ×−∈ )(12
rnrRA −×∈  and 
)()(
22
rnrnRA −×−∈  are submatrices. 
Incorporate (6) and (1d) into (3)-(5), the following set 
of equations are obtained 
 

	




−+=
−=
=
1212111
11
ELALALQ
KLFM
LBH
            (7) 
and 
	



=−−
=
 Hurwitzis   ,02221212
22
EALALEL
KLF
        (8) 
 
Matrices H, M and Q are easily derived from (7) once 
the bilinear problem (8) is solved. Also, to avoid a trivial (i.e. 
zero) solution of (8), assume 02 ≠F  (note that when 
02 =F , a static observer of the form )()(ˆ 1 tyFtz =  is 
obtained).  
The following new conditions for the existence of a 
stable pth-order functional observer are given. 
 
Theorem 1: There exists a stable pth-order functional 
observer (2) for the system (1) provided that the following two 
conditions are satisfied 
Condition 1: 










=
















R
F
A
rank
R
F
A
RA
AF
rank 2
12
2
12
22
222
       (9a) 
where R  is an arbitrary full-row rank matrix of dimension 
)()( rnmp −×− , and 
Condition 2: 










=
















−





R
F
A
rank
A
A
R
F
R
F
s
rank 2
12
12
22
22
  
0)Re( , ≥∈∀ sCs .      (9b) 
Proof: Let [ ]0mIK =  and substituting it into (8) to 
give 






=
R
F
L 22                                                                         (10a) 
and 
02221212 =−− ALALEL .                                            (10b) 
 
Since )(2
rnpRL −×∈  in (10a) is a full row-rank matrix, let us 
define the following full row-rank matrix  
 
[ ] [ ])( 22211 LLILEH ++ −=                                       (11) 
 
where +2L  is the generalized inverse of 2L  in (10a). 
Post-multiply (10b) by [ ]11 EH  to give 
 
12221121 HALHALE +=                                                 (12) 
and 
Φ=Ω1L                                                                           (13a) 
where 
112EA=Ω , 1222 EAL−=Φ .                                         (13b) 
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From (13), a solution for rpRL ×∈1  exists iff [14] 
)(Ω=





Φ
Ω
rankrank  
or equivalently 






112
1222
EA
EAL
rank = [ ]112EArank .                                    (14) 
 
Now, using (10a), the left-hand side of (9a) can be expressed 
as 
 










2
12
222
L
A
AL
rank [ ]






	














= 11
2
12
222
EH
L
A
AL
rank  
=










0
112112
12221222
pI
EAHA
EALHAL
rank  
= +p 





112
1222
EA
EAL
rank                                                    (15a) 
 
Similarly, using (10a), the right-hand side of (9a) can be 
expressed as 
 






2
12
L
A
rank [ ]



	









= 11
2
12 EH
L
A
rank






= 0
112112
pI
EAHA
rank = +p [ ]112EArank .           (15b) 
 
Using (14), the Condition 1 is therefore proven. Thus, upon 
the satisfaction of the condition (9a), a solution to equation 
(13) always exists. What is left to be proven is the condition to 
ensure that matrix E is Hurwitz. 
A general solution to (13) is given by [14] 
 
)(1 ++ ΩΩ−+ΦΩ= IZL                                              (16) 
 
where Z is an arbitrary matrix of appropriate dimension and 
+Ω  is the generalized inverse of Ω  in (13b). 
Substituting (16) into (12) gives 
 
ZGNE −=                                                                   (17a) 
where 
1121222 HAHALN
+ΦΩ+=   (17b) 
112)( HAIG −ΩΩ= + .                                                 (17c) 
 
From (17), matrix E is stable provided that the pair (G,N) is 
detectable. This implies that the following condition must be 
satisfied 
p
G
NsI
rank p =




 − 0)Re( , ≥∈∀ sCs .                    (18) 
 
We will show that (18) holds provided that condition 2 of 
theorem 1, i.e. (9b), is satisfied. Now, the left-hand side of 
(9b) can be expressed as: 
=




 −
12
2222
A
ALsL
rank
[ ]



	








 −
11
12
2222 EH
A
ALsL
rank






Ω
Φ−
=
112
1222
HA
HALsI
rank  






	










Ω
Φ−










ΩΩ
−ΩΩ
ΦΩ−
=
+
+
+
112
1222
0
0
HA
HALsI
I
I
rank










ΩΩΩ
−
=
+
112
0
0
HA
G
NsI
rank






	










Ω−










ΩΩΩ
−
= +
+ IHA
I
HA
G
NsI
rank
112
112
0
0
0








Ω
−
=
0
0
G
NsI
rank  
+




 −
=
G
NsI
rank p [ ]112EArank                       (19) 
 
From (15b), condition 2 of Theorem 1 is proven. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we present conditions 
equivalent to that given in [1] for the existence and stability of 
functional observers with an order mp = . 
Corollary 1: There exists a stable pth-order (p=m), 
functional observer (2) for the system (1) if and only if the 
following two conditions are satisfied 
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Condition 1:  






=










2
12
2
12
222
F
A
rank
F
A
AF
rank                                      (20a) 
and 
Condition 2: 






=




 −
2
12
12
2222
F
A
rank
A
AFsF
rank  0)Re( , ≥∈∀ sCs . 
        (20b) 
 
Remark 1: When 02 =F , a static observer of the form 
)()(ˆ 1 tyFtz =  is sufficient. The approach presented in [1] 
does not distinguish this case and requires a mth-order 
functional observer. For the two examples considered in [1], 
since 02 =F , static observers of the form [ ] )(11)(ˆ tytz =  
can be constructed instead of the reported two first-order 
observers. 
The designing of a stable pth-order functional observer 
replies upon finding for a matrix R  so that both conditions 
1&2 of theorem 1 are satisfied. In the following, a simple way 
for choosing R is provided such that condition 1 is always 
satisfied and the observer design problem is reduced to 
checking only the detectability condition (9b). 
If R is chosen to be linearly independent of 





2
12
F
A
 and 
the number of rows in R is at most )(
2
12






−−
F
A
rankrn , 
then condition 1 is satisfied. For simplicity, matrix R can be 
chosen as 
 
T
F
A
nullR



	









=
2
12
                                                          (21) 
 
where T{.}  is the transpose of {.}  and 





2
12
F
A
null  is the 
null-space of 





2
12
F
A
 which has )(
2
12






−−
F
A
rankrn  
linearly independent vectors of 





2
12
F
A
. 
Accordingly, let [ ]
+






=ΓΓ
12
2
21 A
L
, i.e. 
[ ]
rnIA
L
 
−
=




ΓΓ
12
2
21                                                      (22) 
 
then the condition (9b) is simplified to 
 





 −





 ΓΓ
=




 −
12
222221
12
2222
0 A
ALsL
I
s
rank
A
ALsL
rank  





 Γ−−
=
−
12
2212222 )(
A
AAAsI
rank rn                              (23) 
 
hence (9b) is reduced to the checking of the 
detectability/observability of the pair 
)}( ,{ 221222212 AAAA Γ− . 
Remark 2: Matrix 2Γ  is easily obtained once R is 
chosen according to (21), hence checking the detectability of 
)}( ,{ 221222212 AAAA Γ−  is a simple task. Upon the 
satisfaction of the detectability of )}( ,{ 221222212 AAAA Γ− , 
a stable functional observer (2) of order 
)}({ Rrankmp +=  can be derived. A simple design 
procedure is given below.  
 
Design Procedure 1: )}({ Rrankmp +=  
Step 1:  Choose R  according to (21). Hence use (10a) 
to obtain 2L . 
Step 2:  Obtain N  and G  from (17b) and (17c), 
respectively. 
Step 3:  Use (17a) to derive Z and a stable matrix E. 
Step 4:  Use (16) to obtain 1L . 
Step 5:  Matrices H, M and Q are given in (7). 
 
Remark 3: When condition (9b) is not satisfied (i.e. 
)(
12
22
22
rn
A
A
R
F
R
F
s
rank −<
















−





) then the order of the 
observer (2) is required to increase at least by 1. Accordingly, 
matrix R should be choose as follows 



















	









=
i
T
V
V
F
A
null
R
.
1
2
12
                                                     (24) 
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where iV  is a row vector of dimension )(1 rn −×  and be 
chosen such that 





=
R
F
L 22  has full row-rank. 
Since condition 1 of  Theorem 1 is always guaranteed 
for any observer with order equals or above 
)}({ Rrankmp += , the detectability condition (9b) is met 
by successively increasing the order of the observer. It is also 
easy to show that when )( rnp −= , the condition (9b) is 
reduced to the detectability of the pair ),( 2212 A A , which is 
ensured under the assumption that the (C,A) is observable. 
Therefore, based on the above development, the following 
design procedure is proposed. 
 
Design Procedure 2: <<+ pRrankm )}({ )( rn −  
Set .1=i  
Step 1:Set the order of the observer (2) as  
})({ iRrankmp ++= . 
Step 2: Choose matrix R according to (24). Hence use (10a)  
to obtain 2L . 
Step 3:  Use (22) to obtain 2Γ . Check the detectability of 
)}.(,{ 221222212 AAA A Γ−  If satisfies, then go to steps 2-5 
of the design procedure 1. Otherwise, set )1( +→ ii  and go 
to step 1. 
 
III.  NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Let us now reconsider the example posed in Section I. 
For this system, it has been shown that a second-order 
observer [1] does not exist. 
Matrix C is first transformed into the canonical form 
(1d) by the following orthogonal transformation 
[ ] 





==
−
5
11
0
0)()(
I
T
CnullCCCT TT ,  
where =1T 





− 11
01
. 
Accordingly, the following matrices are obtained 
 
==
− TATA old
1






















−−
−
−
−
−
−
2010011
0100001
1010000
1103000
0110033
0010101
0001001
, 
[ ]02ITCC old ==   
and  
== TFF old 




 −−
0100000
0121225
 
 
The following sub-matrices are easily obtained 
=1F 




 −
00
25
, =2F 




−
01000
01212
, 
=11A 




−
01
01
, =12A 





00101
00010
, 
=21A
















−
−
11
01
00
00
33
and =22A
















−
−
−
−
20100
01000
10100
11030
01100
. 
 
Case 1: p=3. 
 
The design procedure 1 is now used to design a minimal stable 
third-order functional observer. 
 
Step 1: Matrices R  and 2L  are obtained as follows 
 =



	









=
T
F
A
nullR
2
12 [ ]10000  
and =





=
R
F
L 22  









−
10000
01000
01212
. 
Matrix 2Γ  is obtained as 
=Γ2
















−
00
00
5.025.0
01
5.025.0
 
 
and the pair )}( ,{ 221222212 AAAA Γ−  is detectable and a 
minimal stable third-order functional observer exists and can 
be easily derived. 
 Step 2: Matrices N  and G  are obtained as 
=N










−−
−
−−
225.025.0
010
120
 and 0=G . 
Step 3: Matrix E  is stable with NE = , where 
=)(Eeig }.866.1,1,134.0{ −−−  Since 0=G , 
matrix Z can be chosen as 0=Z .  
Step 4: Matrix 1L  is obtained as 
1978
=1L










− 5.025.0
00
03
. 
Step 5: Matrices M and Q are obtained as 
=M 




 −
00
22
 and =Q










−
−
02
01
5.625.4
. 
 
The observer design is thus completed and a minimal 
stable third-order functional observer is obtained. It is easy to 
confirm the satisfaction of equations (3)-(4) by substituting the 
above derived matrices into (3)-(4). It is worth noting that the 
algorithms provided in [1]-[13] can not yield a stable third-
order functional observer for this example. The design 
procedure presented in this note is straightforward and 
involves little computation. 
 
IV.  CONCLUSION 
This note has extended the work of [1] and presented new 
conditions for the existence of a general pth-order functional 
observer. In addition, simple procedures for the synthesis of  
reduced-order functional observers have been given. A 
numerical example has been given to illustrate the 
attractiveness of the new design procedures. 
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